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Inspiration: 13969

A rectangular Paper Diamond
made from Vivi Gade Design
Paper
Fold the black/white diamond from design paper
and assemble it without glue. Attach a long piece
of leather cord, decorated with wooden beads.

01

The square sheets of paper in

the Vivi Gade Design paper

series have a different print on

each side. Use two sheets of

paper for the paper diamond.

Choose one design which is

referred to as the “front side”

in the instructions. Fold the

paper – front side facing up –

in both directions.

02

Unfold, turn over the paper, so

the back is facing up. Fold the

paper diagonally in both

directions. Unfold.

03

Using the score lines in the

paper, fold it into a smaller

square by pushing towards the

middle from both sides as

shown.

04

The result after step 3.

05

From the right side, lift the fold

at the opening and push it flat

towards the middle, diagonal

score line, making a triangle.

Fold the right side of the

triangle over the left side of

the triangle.

06

Make a new, similar fold to the

right of the previous fold.

Continue as shown all the way

round.

07

Press the eight folds as

sharply at the edges as

possible. Repeat these seven

steps on the second sheet of

paper.

08

The two sheets of paper are

now turned into two parts of

“pointed hats”. Make a hole in

each tip and thread a piece of

leather cord through the holes.

09

Assemble the two parts in the

folds of the pleat as shown.

10

Give the assembled paper

diamond a slight push to “lock”

when all the folds are hidden.

11

Thread two wooden beads

onto the leather cord at one

end and tie a knot. Thread one

wooden bead onto the leather

cord at the top.



Design Paper,

sheet 30.5x30.5

cm,  120 g, ,

5sheets,

25676

Design Paper Pad,

size 30.5x30.5 cm,

 50 pages, ,

50sheets

22579

Leather Cord,

thickness 2 mm,

natural, 10m

51555

Wooden Bead, D:

30 mm, hole size 5

mm, china berry,

4pcs

566720

Wooden Bead, D:

25 mm, hole size

4.5 mm, china

berry, 8pcs

566700

Leather Cord,

thickness 2 mm,

natural, 50m

51542

Wooden Bead, D:

30 mm, hole size 5

mm, china berry,

50pcs

566730


